In a branch-and-bound algorithm, a partial problem Pi is terminated if the lower bound of the optimal value of Pj is greater (in case all optimal solutions are sought) or not smaller (in case a single optimal solution is sought) than the least upper bound on the optimal value of the original minimization problem Po currently available.
Introduction
A branch-and-bound algorithm to solve a minimization problem Po is generally defined by (i) a branching structure jW describing how Po is decomposed into partial problems of smaller and smaller sizes, (ii) lower bound test based on an upper bounding function u and a lower bounding function g (defined on the set of partial problems.9') that terminates those partial problems whose lower bounds are greater (in case all optimal solutions of Po are sought) or not smaller (in case a single optimal solution of Po is sought) than the least upper bound of the optimal value of Po known by then, (iii) dominance test mization problem Po is given in this section, after introducing eight constituents of it. The justification may be found elsewhere [1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 13, 16, 1"7, 18, 20] and is not given here. Two types of branch-and-bound algorithms are considered throughout this paper: One is to obtain all optimal solutions of Po and the other is to obtain a single optimal solution of PO. In most cases, however, proofs are given only to the case of all optimal solutions. The case of a single optimal solution can usually be treated similarly.
Complete proofs may be found in [12] .
A finite rooted tree .59 = (9, g') with a set of nodes g and a set of (represented by the root Po of.59) is decomposed all possible decompositions are executed; arcs g' represents how Po into partial problems when (p ., P,) E g' denotes that partial problem P j is generated from Pi by a de- is not relevant to the computation process.
At this point, let us derive .9J and g of a typical branch-and-bound algorithm for the (mixed) integer programming problem, as an example. Assume that the algorithm uses the decomposition scheme proposed by Dakin [3] and the LP (linear programming) lower bound (e.g., [6] Examples of dominance relations in various combinatorial optimization problems may be found in [11] together with relevant references. The consistency assumption is satisfied in most of these examples. However, it would be still nice to prove properties without the consistency assumption, if possible, since D and g are usually designed independently without regard to the consistency between them.
The order to test the generated partial problems is specified by a search function s:-, f -+ g such that s(~ Eff for --if EJ, where J denotes the family of independent subsets of~. The following four search functions are typical.
s is the heuristic search function based on a heuristic function h:
It is usually assumed that h(P.) # h(P.) for P. # P. by using an appropriate is defined by
for Sf'" E J, where
Finally, the breadth-first search function based on h, denoted s fined by
It is known [9] f(P.)<f(P.) for P., p. Eg.
A nonmisleading h is considered as a theoretical goal when we design a heuristic function [4, 9] . Even if h is not nonmisleading, however, it is shown in [9] that the behavior of a branch-and-bound algorithm becomes close to that with a nonmisleading one if h is almost nonmisleading. Thus the analysis of the case of a nonmisleading h may help understand the behavior of branch-and-bound algorithms that are very nicely designed.
Based on these constituents, a formal description of a branch-and-bound algorithm is now given both for the case of all optimal solutions and for the case of a single optimal solution. Throughout this paper, the following parameters are used to measure the computational efficiency of a branch-and-bound algorithm A.
Branch-and-bound algorithm
A =(LS9, 0, f), (~, g, u), D,{ O(P') if f(P .)<J.'(C) ~ ~ C-+-C u o(p.) if f(1' .)=f(C) ~ ~ C
T(A):
The number of nodes decomposed in A6 before the termination in A9 is reached.
B(A):
The number of nodes decomposed in A6 prior to the last modification of C (which has occurred in A7 if all optimal solutions are sought, or in A2 if a single optimal solution is sought). In the subsequent discussion, subscripts a and s are sometimes added, e.g., Aa' As' Ta(A), Bs(A) and so on, to distinguish the cases of all optimal solutions and a single optimal solution respectively. No subscript is added, however, if it is not necessary to distinguish them.
T(A)
is
Power of Lower Bounding Functions under Heuristic Search
Consider two branch~and-bound algorithms Theorem 3. f=l .1 ( We give a proof only for the case of all optimal solutions. Let the last node which is selected in A2 of A(gl) and satisfies P. E~l'
The result concerning proper inequality is also obvious. , where ~k(P) is the set of active nodes when P is selected in A2 of A(gk) (k = 1, 2), and zk(P) was defined in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
This also implies /1 (P. ) c /2 (P. ) since /..1 (P. ) = {P. , P. ,
Fig. 3 Illustration of the set of nodes used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
If Pi has be,en terminated by lower bound test, or by ~" it follows that
(since D is consistent with g). 
by .J&?"Z (P. ) ::J ~ (P. ) (induction hypothesis) and P .
is eventually tested
Obviously s?~+1 is a subsequence of s7;+w. We then prove ~(P. ) 
J b
By definition of heuristic search.
h(P. )
:La+l
and all nodes p.
•
» .
Le .
• P. ( The effect of g under best-bound search was first investigated in [8, 18] (see also [5] ); special cases of Theorem 4.4 (i) -(iii) were therein proved. T(9,)=B(9,)=4 T(92)=B(9 2 )=3 ,
1.
Under best-bound search, nodes in ~ U Jij'are tested in A(g2) before nodes * in%. Furthermore, all nodes P, satisfiying P ,
to%. Thus, denoting the set of nodes decomposed in A(g2) by .9 2 , we have
, *
Next note that nodes in ~ are tested in A(gl) before nodes in %1 J % , and which nodes in% should be tested first. This term, however, seems to be very small in most cases encountered in practice.
When a single optimal solution is sought, the situation is somewhat different. Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 below summarize the results for T and B respectively. For proofs of these results, see [12] . This is true even if sh is restricted to be a depth-first search function or a breadth-first search function.
f=1.7 h=1.9 f=1.8 h=2.0 Proof. The ~xample in Fig. 7 has T(U 1
in spite of u 1
.s u 2
• The search functidn sh used here is also a depth-first search function. The case of a breadth-first search function is treated in 
) , D, s ) be branch-and-bound algorithms using best·- -2 is a subsequence of .9' b+w. ~ (P.
) can be J b + w proved in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3.
prove z,(P, ) < z2(P, ), assume contrary, i.e., z,(P,
Since P.
in .9' a and.9'b
J v respectively such that (I) P. is a proper ancestor 
which is a contradiction. This proves 2: The results of this section are summarized in Table 2 . 
Further Comments
We have extensively studied how u and g affect the T-count and B-count.
Another count often used to measure the performance of a branch-and-bound algorithm A is the required memory size. This is usually evaluated by
M(A):
The maximum size of ~ attained during the execution of A.
It may be possible to develop a similar theory treating how M(A) depends on u and g. Some results are included in [12] .
Finally, in concluding this paper, we emphasize that the results in this paper is primarily of theoretical interest. Even if an improvement of u and g possibly makes the resulting algorithm less efficient, our empirical knowledge tells that such phenomenon occurs extremely rarely. Thus an effort should always be directed to obtain tighter upper and lower bounding functions when we want to design efficient branch-and-bound algorithms.
